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Abstract: Gulliver’s Travels is a masterpiece of Jonathan Swift, one of the greatest 

satirical writers in Britain in the 18th century. Because of the special historical 

background, Swift had to employ many kinds of satire to criticize the contemporary 

English society indirectly. There are many satirical writing techniques in this book. This 

paper uses the methodology of deduction to analyze the satire in the novel, which 

mainly refers to such satirical ways as innuendo, hyperbole, irony and euphemism, and 

the effects that using the satirical ways can achieve． 
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1. Introduction  

1.1 The definition of Satire satirical techniques 

Satire is a literary manner which blends a critical attitude with humor and wit to the end 

that human institutions or humanity may be improved. In other words, satire is a way 

of criticizing something such as a group of people or a system, in which you deliberately 

make them seem funny so that people will see their faults. In a board sense, satire 

includes irony, sarcasm and so on.. While in a narrow sense, satire is only condemning 

a certain kind of social phenomenon or a group of people. 

 

1.2 Satirical techniques  

The satirical techniques includes hyperbole, irony, innuendo, euphemism and so on. 

Hyperbole means the exaggeration and the overstatement. In other words, it means 

saying more than is meant, often use of superlatives sometimes involved in order to 

produce humor. Irony means a double meaning, for example, verbal irony is equal to a 

discrepancy between what is said and what is really meant, situational irony is equal to 

what actually happens is opposite of what is expected or appropriate, and dramatic 

irony is equal to the audience or reader knows something important that a character 

does not know. Innuendo is a form of irony in which something derogatory is implied, 
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insinuating or suggesting a harmful idea. Euphemism, avoiding the description of 

something outrageous by cloaking it in sheltered terms, is the understatement often 

involved. 

 

2. The content of Gulliver’s Travels  

Gulliver’s Travels, Swift’s masterpiece, was published in 1726. It consisted of four parts. 

Each of them deals with one particular voyage of the protagonist and his extraordinary 

adventures on some remote islands. The first part telled the voyage to Liliput, where 

people of six inches lived. The malicious, treacherous and cruel diminutive people were 

very much the cruel images of human beings. The second part was about the voyage 

to Brobdingnag, a land of giants. These people who were monstrously big were 

admirable for their moral behavior and political wisdom. The third part related the 

voyage to La puta and several other places. Gulliver encountered dishonest 

philosophers, scientists and historians. The fourth part related the voyage to the 

country of the Houyhnhnms, who were virtuous beings with the bodies of horses. They 

controlled the yahoos, man-shaped beasts. When Gulliver finally returned home, he 

found that the world in which he lived was full of Yahoos also. 

 

3. Analyze the satire techniques in the book 

3.1 Hyperbole 

At the beginning of the book, the author can not wait for using the satirical technique 

called hyperbole. In part one and part two, the author nameed the mini kingdom and 

the huge kingdom as the Lilliput and the Brodingnag. By the contrasts of the body size 

and the thought between the two kingdoms, or saying that hyperbolizing the body size 

of a normal human being with the inner mind, he satirized the current politics system 

of England. The rulers of the upper class thought highly of the policy which can repress 

the lower class. 

Besides, in part one, the principle of being the Secretary of State was dancing on the 

thread. In fact, whoever can not dance on the thread. But in Lillput, who can dance well 

on the thread, who can have high position in the country, and whose level of the 

Secretary of State can be higher. Generally speaking, it was impossible to do that. 

However, all the Secretary of State can manage it. The king used the different colors of 

thread to judge whether the position was high or not. The author used the satirical 

hyperbole to laugh at the ugliness of the current officers and the darkness of the upper 

class, and to show the sympathies to the helpless of the common people. 

 

3.2 Irony  

Apart from the using of satire, Swift also used the other rhetorical devices. It was irony. 

Swift employed his traveler as his narrator, as he had used other fictive narrators as 
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more or Less a mask behind or through which he would speak. In Part I, when Gulliver 

met the King who believed himself to be the delight and terror of the universe, Gulliver 

thought it was absurd, because he was twelve times as tall as the King. It reflected the 

king George I was complacent.  

Then, the empress’s apartment was on fire. Gulliver attempted to vindicate the 

reputation of a lady while he was unjustly accused of an adulterous relationship with 

her, and the surface meaning was of course Gulliver’s. Swift’s voice should also be 

heard, chuckling and saying something like，“Is not Gulliver silly?” The same other voice 

was noted when Gulliver urinated on the apartment of her imperial majesty. He did 

flood the fire out, but he was perplexed when the empress conceived “the greatest 

abhorrence of what I had done.” Why would the empress be offended by the flood of 

urine on her apartment? Gulliver did not understand. Swift of course did. Again, when 

the emperor announced his lenient decision to blind Gulliver and then starved him to 

death, Gulliver was distressed. He concluded that the lowness of his birth and the 

deficiencies of his education prevented him from regarding the sentence as lenient. 

Swift’s voice emerged clearly, one needed neither a high birth nor an extensive 

education to see so obviously a fact. One needed only to see a thing and it was the 

thing in this instance was cruel, not lenient. So Swift just used this imaginary plot to 

achieve the ironic effect and to criticize the contemporary English society. 

 

3.3 Innuendo 

There were many innuendo satirical technique in part one. When Gulliver shipwrecked 

in Lilliput, the Lilliputians found him. The first items they discovered in Gulliver’s 

pockets were a watch and some loose silver coins and gold: time and money, the 

current Englishmen’s credo. All of these description satirized the evil faces of the 

current English people.  

King George was particularly attacked throughout Gulliver’s Travels. Then, the Emperor 

of Lilliput was a paradigm of a despotic King, but the character also specifically 

reflected on George I. The Emperor had determined to use only Low Heels(innuendo 

Low Church or Whig party)in the Administration of the Government, and all offices in 

the Gift of the Crown and had proscribed the high Heels(innuendo High Church or Tory 

party)from power, the High Heels were most agreeable to our ancient Constitution and 

exceed the Low Heels in number. The Emperor, like George 1 when Swift was at work 

on Gulliver Travels, had reined for about seven years. The description of the Emperor’s 

person is Part I. Chapter II was a satiric mock－encomium of George I． 

Another example was about how to break the eggs. The dispute was that breaking the 

eggs from the big end or the little end. The descriptions referred here also tell the 

reader that the dispute causes the modification of the law, the broken up of the war 
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and the reformation of the religion. “The big end” innuendoed the Catholic, while “the 

little end” innuendoes the England Protestant. Swift used the war between the “the big 

end” and “the little end” to satirized the dispute that is about the Church ceremony and 

the conflict between the parliament and the king between the Catholic and the England 

Protestant .      

The King of Brodingnag was described as a wise and kind king, and the inhabitants 

were said to be a civilized race. The law of the country was used to defend the natives’ 

freedom and happiness. The Brobdingnagions proved to be superior to the men and 

the women of Gulliver’s society in wisdom and humanity as well as in stature. 

Compared with them, he was very small, insignificant, mean and unworthy. It 

innuendoed the superiority of the politics of his homeland. 

Gulliver was a general satire on institutional and individual corruption with topical 

polemical resonance at the time of its publication. The readers of Gulliver Travels were 

enabled by analogy, allusion and echo to make topical political applications of the general 

satire. 

 

4. Euphemism 

At the beginning of part three, the author called the country the flying island of la puta. 

Why the author gived this name to the country is that “la puta” was not an English word, 

but a Spanish word which is meant an whore or a prostitute. It got closer to Swift’s 

satiric point about Gulliver inside his narration: it’s all something like prostitution, who 

was a dirty seller selling of one’s narrative produce to all comers. But in past and 

modern society, the Spanish uses this word to express some bad thing in a way of 

euphemism. The effects of using the euphemism was that indirectly implying the king 

was so proud of the civilization of his kingdom without considering the feelings of the 

common people who was suppressed by him.  

In part four, Gulliver’s satire was of the bitterest. The horses were possessed of reason, 

and were the governing class, while the Yahoos though in the shape of men, were brat 

beasts with such vices as stealing and lying. He used the word “yahoo” to describe the 

people in Houyhnhnm. The word “yahoo” is meant that the creatures who had no 

wisdom but the spirit of evil with the bodies and the faces like the human being. He 

praised the life and virtues of the horses, and hated the evil of Yahoo. The relations 

with Yahoo reminded him of the social relationship in Britain. This part showed the 

author disliked those people who brought evils and inhuman life modes to human 

society. He cherished a great love for the common people. In the surfacing meaning, it 

just liked a simple name, while in the deep meaning, it reflected the rude man. The 

word “yahoo”  in today is considered as a euphemism. 
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5. Conclusion 

Gulliver’s Travels lashed out at the vanity and hypocrisy of contemporary courts, 

statesmen, and political parties. But its vivid imagination and its witty and bold creation 

of the unusual rendered the novel a universal charm. This was why the novel, though 

of high political implications, had remained a favorite children’s book throughout the 

world. It showed Jonathan’s desire to encourage people to read deeper and not to take 

things for granted; readers who paid attention could match all of Gulliver’s tales with 

current events and long term social problems. 

In a totally speaking, the author wants to satire the conflicts in the current England in 

the first part of the book, to praise the kindness of the people in his mother country, to 

abominate the English rulers suppressing the Scottish people, and to mock the complex 

relationships between people and people. 

Jonathan Swift as one of the pioneers of English realistic literature portrays the real life 

of men without disguise by the way of grim satire, which is used to lash the cardinal 

evils of the corrupt ruling classes. He was a master satirist, and his irony was deadly. He 

used the simple, clear and vigorous language to express his most inner thoughts and 

most powerful satire. All of Swift’s plots came from imagination, which was the chief 

means he used in his satires. His satire was marked by outward gravity and an apparent 

earnestness. This made his satire all the more powerful. He not only criticized the evils 

of the English bourgeoisie ,but those of other bourgeois countries. 

Finally, the effect of using the techniques of satire which the author wanted to achieve 

was by adopting hyperbole, irony, innuendo and euphemism. On the whole, because of 

the special social background in 18th century, the author had to adopt the some special 

writing ways to indirectly express his opinion or attitude towards the current politics of 

England. When he used the satire in the book, the book received a great success based 

not only on the effect of sarcasm, but also on the additional effect－humor. 
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